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When you’ve reached the edge
of your world, ours begins

For more info, see gohaidagwaii.ca
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call us at (250) 559-8050
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A message from
Mike Corrigan
PRESIDENT & CEO, BC FERRIES

W

elcome to the current
BC Ferries
edition of BC Ferries
has met
onBoard magazine.
its longWhether it’s the views
term
goal
from our ship decks, the destinations
of seeing
we reach, or behind the scenes, a lot
has been going on at BC Ferries.
future fare
Among the highlights in this edition
increases
of onBoard you’ll discover the great esset at or
cape and joy of a Prince Rupert sail and
below
the
drive excursion as told by author Bruce
Wishart. Award-winning author and en- expected
vironmental scientist Hans Tammemagi
rate of
describes the peace, history and natural
inflation.
beauty of the Gulf Islands National Park
Reserve, while writer Steve MacNaull
takes readers on a bike tour of the
Okanagan Valley’s heartland.
This edition also takes you inside BC
Ferries, with articles on some of our most
important initiatives, including the effort
behind our move to switch two of our
Spirit Class Vessels from marine diesel
power to cleaner-burning liquefied
natural gas (LNG). Preserving and protecting the environment is of the utmost
importance to BC Ferries, and the article
on our efforts to protect coastal wildlife
talks about our SeaForward initiative –

BC Ferries Commissioner’s highlights
on performance
Performance

2004
results

2014
results

Improvement
since 2004

Employee safety
(time loss injuries)

365

143

60.8%

Passenger safety
(# of incidents per
1 million passengers)

22.54
(2009)

13.28

41.1%

Fleet reliability
(% of scheduled
sailings delivered)

99.14%

99.71%

0.57%

91.5%

6.8%

Fleet on-time performance
(% of sailings within 10
minutes of schedule) 85.2%

Executive compensation declined from $3-million in
2009 to $1.8-million in 2014, to the lowest end
compared to the largest provincial Crown corporations, and
in line with similar private organizations of comparable size
and complexity
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a program that continually expands
and improves the company’s social and
environmental performance.
In this edition of our magazine, we
also unveil our new dual-fuel Intermediate Class Vessels, offering a glimpse
into the future of our fleet – a fleet that
will operate more sustainably and offer
new features that provide flexibility
around loading and service enhancements our passengers will enjoy. We
hope visitors and residents will be as
proud of these new vessels as we are.
BC Ferries’ commitment to connect
communities across our province is
front and centre in everything we do.
A recently published report
(www.bcferrycommission.com) by the
independent BC Ferry Commission,
which regulates BC Ferries’ fares and
service levels on 24 saltwater routes,
confirmed that BC Ferries’ focus on
operational safety and efficiency was a
significant contributor to keeping fare
increases to no more than 1.9 per cent
per year – or around the cost of
inflation – for the next performance
term, which runs from 2016 to 2020.
BC Ferries Vacations was cited in the
Commission’s report for enhancing
our passengers’ experience, ensuring
that visitors from around the globe get
the opportunity to travel along the B.C.
coast while they’re visiting our beautiful province, and providing a positive
financial contribution to the company’s
bottom line.
From our shift to LNG to our environmental initiatives that preserve and
protect the coastal waters of British
Columbia, the Ferry Commission gave
us credit for our innovation and attention to the bottom line.
At BC Ferries, we come to work
each day focused on our passengers’
experience and on running a safe, efficient and high quality service. We are
fortunate to live and work in one of the
most spectacular and pristine environments, and we do our part to ensure it
stays that way. As always, we hope you
enjoy sailing with us. H
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Vancouver

For visitors and locals alike, a feast of new
and entertaining options to discover
BY ALEXANDRA GILL, SCREENWRITER, PUBLIC SPEAKER, BON VIVANT AND A FOOD CRITIC FOR THE GLOBE AND MAIL

Fans of Yotam Ottolenghi’s best-selling
Jerusalem and Plenty
cookbooks will find their
fix of Eastern Mediterranean comfort cooking
at Jamjar on folksy
Commercial Drive. Hot
and cold mezze (tapas)

Tacofino’s wildly popular
West Coast-Mexican
fusion keeps expanding
with craft margaritas,
fresh ceviche and more
delicious “stuff on tortillas” at the new sit-down
Taco Bar (15 Blood Alley
Square, 604-899-7907
tacofino.com).

built on foundations of
lemon, garlic and olive
oil come with freshbaked flatbread straight
out of the saj oven. Take
home a reusable jam
jar of hummus, sesamespinach dip or lamb
sausages from the retail
counter.
2280 Commercial Dr.
604-252-3957
jamjaronthedrive.com
H
These food trucks
have legs. Yolk’s and
Tacofino have wheeled
their mobile brands
into bricks-and-mortar
restaurants. Yolk’s now
offers sparkling-wine
mimosas alongside its
all-day breakfast lineup
of poached free-range
egg sandwiches, trufflelemon hash browns
and Belgian waffles in a
new full-service, 80-seat
restaurant (1298 E. Hastings St., 604-428-9655,
yolks.ca).

H
Work up an appetite
and walk off the calories by taking a culinary
tour with Off The
Eaten Track, which offers
themed perambulating
jaunts – brunch, food
trucks, micro distilleries
and more – through
lesser-known neighbourhoods.
778-918-4584
offtheeatentracktours.ca
H
The final course is the
best course. Why stop
at one? May we suggest a sweet East End
stroll around these new
specialty dessert cafés
and bakeries? Start with
a small-batch crème
brûlée infused with
Guinness and topped
with candied bacon at
Crackle Crème
(245 Union St.,
cracklecreme.com).
Saunter over to
Purebread Bakery
(159 W. Hastings St.,
purebread.ca) for a sour
cherry chocolate scone.
Refresh your palate with
a creamy organic-milk
ice cream swirl at Soft
Peaks (25 Alexander St.,
softpeaks.ca). Then ease
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into a baked cake donut
with Earl Grey glaze and
rose-petal sprinkles at
Cartems Donuterie
(534 W. Pender St.,
cartems.com).

PLAY

Bored with downward
dog? Take your yoga
onto the water with a
stand up paddleboard.
SUP Yoga Vancouver
combines two of the
West Coast’s biggest fitness crazes with its challenging and sometimes

invigorating classes
(oops, splash!) in various
waterfront locales.
778-833-2445, standuppaddlevancouver.com
H
Sip a martini as you play
a round at St. Andrew’s.
One Under offers highdefinition indoor golf
and upscale nightclub
amenities in one convenient 5,000-square-foot
facility beneath the
Financial District. Tour
up to 22 world-class
courses (or just play
closest-to-the-pin) in
the venue’s six simulator bays.
476 Granville St.
604-559-4653
oneunder.ca

DRINK

Craft breweries are
booming in Vancouver,
especially in Mount
Pleasant, where you
can barely swing a
reusable glass growler
without bumping into
a new tasting room.
There’s no need to drive
when you can take a
self-guided walking
tour. Start at Brassneck
Brewery (2148 Main
St., brassneck.ca), where
small-batch sours and
specialty brews are
reserved for sit-down
customers. Head around
the corner to Main Street
Brewing Company
(261 E. 7th Ave.,
mainstreetbeer.ca),
where four rotating
casks are hooked up to
an old-school British
beer engine. Then
wind down with a dark
amber California common at the stylish
33 Acres Brewing Co.
(15 W. 8th Ave.,
33acresbrewing.com).
Still thirsty? R&B Brewing Co., Red Truck
Beer Co. and the Steel
Toad Brew Pub are
all within stumbling
distance.

Got a thirst for fruits and
veggies? Satisfy the craving for fresh-squeezed
juice cold off the
presses, now available in
almost every Vancouver
neighbourhood. In North
Vancouver, kick-start the
day with a spicy Tumeric
Tonic at The Juicery Co.,
(254 1st St. E., 604-7703131, thejuiceryco.ca).
When in Yaletown, snap
up a tropical pineapplebanana-avocado Capilano at Krokodile Pear
(518 Davie St., 604-3363651, krokodilepear.com).
H
Shhh! Don’t tell the
kids about Prohibition
(pictured below), an
underground jazz-era
speakeasy in the Rosewood Hotel Georgia.
Appointed in lush drapery, ebony ceiling tiles
and intimate metalscreened alcoves, this
glamorous nightclub
with live musical entertainment is the perfect
escape for discerning
adults seeking a sophisticated outlet.
801 West Georgia St.
(entrance off Howe St.)
604-673-7088
prohibitionrhg.com

PHOTOS: SUPPLIED

EAT

Victoria

From French bistros to Spanish tapas bars and Asian
street food, this food scene has an eclectic vibe
BY CINDA CHAVICH, FOOD, BEVERAGE AND TRAVEL WRITER AND CONTRIBUTOR TO TASTEREPORT.COM

PHOTOS: SUPPLIED

TASTE

Love Spanish cuisine?
Try a bocadillo (Spanish
sandwich), Tortilla Espanola, salt cod croquettes
and chunks of spicy
grilled chorizo bathed in
honey at Chorizo & Co.,
a deli that morphs into
an evening tapas bar.
807 Fort Street
250-590-6393
H
Nearby, The Tapa Bar
tempts with dishes like
Papas Bravas, fried Fanny
Bay oysters and Bistek al
Ajillo. Next door its sister
spot, Bodega, offers
flights of Spanish sherry,
each with a tiny tapa, for
a mere $12.
1210 Broad Street
778-406-1210
bodegabar.ca
H
Perro Negro, a new addition to Ferris’ Oyster Bar
& Grill, is a lively Spanish
experience. Pair a side
of octopus and chorizo
with an Anticuado cocktail – almond-infused
bourbon, sherry and
orange bitters, muddled
with fresh oranges.
538 Yates Street
250-360-1824
ferrisoysterbar.com
H
Green and local, carbon
neutral and farm-to-fork
restaurants also abound.
Visit Canada’s first
carbon-neutral dining
zone – the Food Eco District (FED). Its members
include Zambri’s, Canoe
Brewpub, The Guild

and Be Love, where the
organic wine list and
cocktails complement
the natural, raw and
vegan menu. Grab a
vegan tahini yam wrap
from AJ’s Organic Café, a
latte from Habit Coffee,
and relax in the sunshine at Fort Common in
the new FED courtyard.
250-383-7412
get-fed.ca
H
Foo Ramen Bar, from
chef Peter Lynch of Foo
Asian Street Food, is popular for its locally made
noodles topped with
crispy pork belly, rare
seared Albacore tuna
and other locally sourced
island ingredients.
762 Broughton Street
778-432-4366
fooramenbar.ca
H
Explore inventive farmto-table snacks like lacto
pickles with smoked
yogurt and fried oysters
in cabbage wraps at
OLO (formerly Ulla).
Shawn Soole’s bar menu
features rare gems like
Wylie Howell Whole
Grain Corn Whiskey and
Laird of Fintry Single
Malt, straight from the
Okanagan.
509 Fisgard Street
250-590-8795
olorestaurant.com

ENJOY

Victoria is game central.
Challenge your pals to
a game of Risk, Railroad
Tycoon or Carcassonne

at Interactivity Board
Game Café. Play as many
games as you like for
just $5, or purchase your
favourites from a collection of more than 700
games.
723 Yates Street
250-480-3979
ibgcafe.com
H
Afterwards, hit the
“comic book block” on
Johnson Street. Check
out Curious Comics, Yellowjacket and Legends
Comics & Books. The
latter is co-owned by
Victoria’s Gareth Gaudin,
the award-winning
cartoonist behind
Perogy Cat, a local
cult character. Named
Canada’s top comic book
store in 2009, Legends
caters to modern comic
and graphic novel fans.
At Gaudin’s new Comic
City, collectors can see
some of his 800,000
vintage books, by
appointment.
633 Johnson Street
250-388-3696
legendscomics.ca

Start your morning at
Second Crack Coffee
Lab, renowned for its
full-flavoured coffee and
fruity espressos. Indulge
in a handmade blueberry lemon-glazed donut
from Empire Donuts,
available only at select
locations, including this
Second Crack outlet.
2612 Bridge Street
250-634-2680
secondcrack.ca
H
Later, head to Wheelies
Motorcycle Café, an
organic café and vintage
motorcycle shop. Try
chef Kai Musseau’s

pulled pork with spicy
chimichurri aioli, made
from meat braised for
15 hours in Phillips’ Root
Beer. On Sundays, savour
the Cast Iron Skillet
Hash.
2630 Rock Bay Avenue
250-995-9359
wheeliesmotorcycles.ca
H
Up for a walk? Stroll Victoria’s up-and-coming
Rock Bay area. On Bay
Street, check out the real
estate between Rock
Bay and Bridge streets.
You’ll also find three
craft breweries (Hoyne,

Driftwood and Moon
Under Water), traditional
Neapolitan pizza at
Pizzeria Prima Strada,
local coffee roasters and
contemporary home
interior stores (think
Parc Modern, Gabrielle
Ross and Design Source
Warehouse).

DRINK

A G&T crafted from
island ingredients is a
summer sipper of choice
in B.C.’s historic capital.
Start with gin from a micro-distiller – think silky
Victoria Gin with the
city’s namesake queen
on the label, or flavourful new Ampersand Gin,
made in Duncan from
organic B.C. wheat and
botanicals. Little Jumbo,
Victoria’s hip secret
speakeasy, has both on
its inventive martini and
cocktail menu.
506 Fort Street
778-433-5535
littlejumbo.ca
H
Try the new fir-infused
Stump Coastal Forest
Gin from Phillips Fermentorium at Phillips
Brewery. Top it up with
a Phillips’ hand-crafted
tonic water – there
are four flavours, from
refreshing cucumber to
“Botanical Brew,” infused
with rose petals, hibiscus
and heather.
2010 Government St.
250-380-1912
fermentorium.ca
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BICYCLE

Encounters

Winery chef Derek Uhlemann checks out the Scottish Highland cows at Covert Farms just north of Oliver. At right, the vineyards and adobe
architecture at Spirit Ridge Resort in Osoyoos.

Pedal your way to Okanagan farms,
wineries, resorts and bliss

A

t the base of McIntyre
Bluff there is three-in-one
bliss.
Covert Farms has
turned this narrowest part of the
Okanagan Valley, just north of Oliver,
into a 650-acre organic farm, artisan
winery and tourist destination.
My wife and I arrive on bikes on
a sunny weekend and immediately
feel the wow factor.
“We’re the only small winery in
the country to be part of a (Canadian
Tourism Commission) Canadian Signature Experience with our culinary
tour of the desert,” says winery chef
Derek Uhlemann. “In a couple of
hours we take you on a tour of the

vineyards and farm, taste in the field
and end up in the wine lounge with
small bites and private wine pairing.”
Sign us up.
Setting our bikes aside, we see the
farm from the back of a 1952 vintage
truck, eat strawberries, sniff various
herbs and end up back at the wine
lounge.
Here we sip Zinfandel (Covert is
one of the few Okanagan wineries to
make this red) matched with some
cooked-rare roast beef, which is the
best way to eat the organic and flavourful meat, according to the chef.
Fortunately for us, unfortunately
for the cow, the beef comes from
the herd of long-horned Scottish

See the whole valley
From your base at Spirit Ridge, Thompson-Okanagan day tripping
possibilities abound.
The 38 wineries in the
Oliver Osoyoos Winery
Association are all
within a scenic 20-minute
drive, or longer cycle, of
each other.

In Kelowna, taste
British wine authority
Jancis Robinson’s
favourite Canadian
wine, the Riesling from
Tantalus Vineyards.

The Penticton Farmers’
Market has become the
place to see and be seen
on Saturday mornings.

In Vernon, visit O’Keefe
Ranch for a hit
of pioneer history,
livestock viewing and
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shopping for authentic
Western gear in the
gift shop.
Kamloops now has
four wineries.
Drop by the newest
one, Monte Creek
Ranch, the only place
that makes white
sipper Frontenac Gris.

I have yet to
find a trail
that compares for rare
beauty and
for variety
over a reasonably short
distance.

Highland cattle we saw out on the
benchland.
These cows serve multiple
purposes.
“We use their manure as part of
our biodynamic farming practices,
too,” reveals Uhlemann.
Covert also grows tomatoes,
onions, potatoes and corn, which
are all sold in the on-site store
and distributed to wholesalers
throughout Western Canada.
The valley is also home to
countless road-side fruitstands
selling the best of the season –
from cherries, peaches, apricots
and apples to pies, juices and ice
creams.
Our base for this Okanagan
cycling, sightseeing and tasting
tour is nearby luxurious Spirit
Ridge Vineyard Resort & Spa in
Osoyoos, which is also home to
Canada’s only Aboriginal-owned
winery, Nk’Mip, and
the Desert Cultural
Centre.
Make sure to
bring your bike, or
rent one at The Bike
Barn in downtown
Penticton, so
you can park
your car and
pedal whenever
possible. H

PHOTOS: TOP LEFT AND BOTTOM, COVERT FARMS, TOP RIGHT, SPIRIT RIDGE

STEVE MACNAULL
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Picturesque coastlines, rich heritage and bountiful
wildlife are just some of the Gulf Islands National
Park Reserve’s attractions.

Moresby
Island

Feast of islands – kayaking the Gulf
Islands National Park Reserve

PHOTOS: HANS TAMMEMAGI; MAP, PARKS CANADA

A

four-day voyage of discovery is laid out before
me. The goal is to explore
the Gulf Islands by kayak,
navigating a territory known as the
“Salish Sea,” and build a bond with
its unique seascape, creatures and
history.
I start my journey with my back
resting against a sun-warmed
boulder on Warburton Pike, the highest point on Saturna Island. Spread
before me like a feast is one of the
world’s most beautiful archipelagos.
I hike to my kayak and paddle
south along Saturna, an island lost in
time with a population of only 300
souls. Sandstone cliffs sculpted into a
lacework of beige and yellow whorls
line the shore. Dozens of seals hauled
out on a small rocky islet watch me
with sad liquid eyes. Cormorants
stretch their black wings like preachers blessing their flock.
I’m connecting with nature and, as
a bonus, my carbon footprint is nil.
To protect this stunning region, the
Gulf Islands National Park Reserve – a
protected group of 16 islands and
over 65 islets – was created in 2003.
Earlier, I spoke with Ron Hamilton,
a retired park superintendent who
enthused, “For such a small area the
diversity is incredible – it has sandy
and rocky beaches, arbutus and Garry
oak trees.”

HANS TAMMEMAGI

The region’s unique, fragile ecosystem is formed by Canada’s only
Mediterranean climate, and is home
to many endangered and threatened
species, including Taylor’s checkerspot
butterfly and the sharp-tailed snake.
I paddle to Roesland on Pender
Island, a former resort site for over 70
years, and linger in the museum. Redbarked, gangling arbutus trees border
a path along the narrow islet. I wind
down the day gazing at sailboats fluttering on the Salish Sea.
Returning to my kayak I start the
long crossing of Swanson Channel.
A snort sounds and a smooth seal’s
head pops out of the water, the
curious companion monitoring my
progress.
Isle De Lis grows larger and soon
I’m like Crusoe, alone, an entire island
to myself. I feel isolated without
my cellphone. I pitch a tent and go
exploring. Facing the U.S. San Juan
Islands, I enjoy views of giant freighters steaming through Haro Strait. At
day’s close, fading light shimmers on
the water as four seals frolic in the
darkening bay.
In the morning, a gentle breeze
caresses my back as I paddle lazily to
Portland Island. I’m greeted by a
dazzling white beach formed by
broken clam shells, the remains of
millennia of habitation by Coast Salish First Nations.

Isle De Lis
grows
larger and
soon I’m
like Crusoe,
alone,
an entire
island to
myself.

A trail leads around the island,
passing coves lined with bleached
driftwood logs and meadows dotted with purple wildflowers. An old
apple orchard is a reminder that
Portland was settled in the 1880s
by Kanaka (Hawaiian) immigrants.
The next morning, I paddle to
history-drenched Mayne Island. At
the Springwater Lodge, the oldest
continuously operating pub in B.C.,
I sip an ale. Long ago, men stopped
here as they rowed from Victoria
to the mainland in pursuit of gold.
Today, gleaming white superferries chug through Active Pass, their
whistles sounding deep throaty
warnings.
I paddle to Beaumont on Pender
Island. A steep path leads to the
summit of sun-drenched Mount
Norman where I gaze at the sea.
I’m drawn by Sidney Island and
its unusual hook-shaped spit and
D’Arcy Island with its sad history as
a leper colony.
My four-day kayak tour has left
me happy, even euphoric, but also
knowing there is so much more
left to discover in these remarkable
waters. H
Hans Tammemagi is a Travel Media
Association of Canada award winner, author, eco-tourism consultant
and environmental scientist.
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GULF ISLAND LIVING...
ONLY A DRIVE AWAY!

4 1/2 HOURS

TO LAKE OKANAGAN*

2 1/2 HOURS

TO GALIANO ISLAND*

55 MINUTES

TO YOUR COTTAGE AT SEABRIGHT FARM*
*from downtown Vancouver

CHARMING OCEAN VIEW AND OCEANFRONT
C OT TA G E S F R O M T H E LO W $400,000’s

In sunny Pt. Roberts WA.
A 7 minute drive from the
Tsawwassen ferry terminal.

APA Road, Point Roberts, WA 98281 1.888.732.6915 | seabrightfarmcottages.com

time
traveller
PHOTO: WWW.LONNIEWISHART.COM

Discovering B.C.’s Northwest Coast

T

by Bruce Wishart

ime plays odd tricks here. We cruise north aboard BC Ferries’ Northern
Expedition, across Queen Charlotte Sound, and weave into the narrow
channels and fjords of the Inside Passage. Low coastal mountains, tangled
in impossibly green forest, seem so close that they lean toward us. Thick
mist pushes wispy fingers across the water.
It’s hard to tell if time has stood still, or if it instead spins faster – with a
crazy tilt that throws us backward so that we feel as if we are the very first explorers on
the Northwest Coast.
Yet we sail in the wake of the long cedar canoes of the first people, the square-rigged
ships of those first explorers and fur traders, generations of fishing boats and tugs, and
coastal steamships that linked the little mills and canneries that once dotted this coast.
SUMMER 2015
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Clockwise from bottom left: BC Ferries’ Northern Expedition navigating the Inside Passage; a killer
whale near Prince Rupert; Port Edward houses; aerial view of Prince Rupert; Skeena River scenery;
‘Ksan longhouses.

everywhere there are stunning vistas of
sea and mountain, eagles and ravens and
harbour seals.
Departing Prince Rupert by car, some
of the most magical discoveries of the
continuing journey across northern B.C. lie
just off the highway.
The short diversion along a winding
road at the base of the Coast Mountains is
well rewarded at Port Edward by the 1889
North Pacific Cannery. This row of trim
houses and docks, perched improbably at
the edge of the sea, is the only remaining
salmon cannery village of the hundreds
that once sprinkled the coast from California to Alaska. Even though today it is a
museum, these cavernous buildings, and
gargantuan rows of almost steampunk
machinery, hold echoes that might have
slipped from the pages of Steinbeck’s Cannery Row.
Another side trip leads to Old Hazelton.
There’s a heart-stopping moment crossing
Hagwilget Bridge – one of the last singlelane bridges built in Canada, and the highest in the country when it was completed
– so that we seem to suddenly leave the
earth and soar up among the famous

Rocher Déboulé range of mountains.
The frontier buildings of Old Hazelton
seem unchanged from the days when paddlewheel riverboats lined the river wharf,
and today house trendy artisan shops
and cafés. Next door at ‘Ksan, longhouses
and totem poles bring to life a traditional
Gitksan village.
We drive on through ranchland. Horses
placidly watch us pass – and here, too, we
might have slipped through time. Cowboys
ranged these mountain valleys even before
the first steam train followed the track
crews west.
Past this rodeo country lies the outdoor
adventure paradise of the Lakes District,
between the Skeena and Fraser river watersheds. A sign points to Fort St. James, an
early fur trading post.
Still farther along, past Prince George,
we reach Barkerville, a nugget of a rare
gold rush town that did not fade into
history. Actors play roles from the town’s
raucous peak. Visitors pan for gold and
then experience authentic gold rush-era
theatre at the Theatre Royal. Nowhere
else in Canada can you so easily imagine
yourself back in the Old West.

PHOTOS: LEFT, KENT KALLBERG; TOP LEFT, WWW.LONNIEWISHART.COM; TOP CENTER, DESTINATION BC/JF BERGERON;
ALL OTHERS, DESTINATION BRITISH COLUMBIA

The ferry noses into Prince Rupert harbour, where we pause before the next leg
of our sail and drive adventure – a great,
circling loop through the heart of British
Columbia.
The Museum of Northern BC in Prince
Rupert anchors this sense of travelling in
time. It’s a stunning, longhouse-inspired
building of massive timbers, perched on a
height of land above a busy port. The art of
the first people of the Northwest Coast is
found in museums around the world, but
nowhere more intimately or appropriately
than here. The big windows in the monumental gallery are themselves exhibits.
A checkerboard pattern of sunlight and
cloud lies on the hills that are the homeland of the Tsimshian people who created
these treasures.
Once again there is the sense that time
wobbles uncertainly – that the sound of
ancient drum beats is just beyond hearing.
A stroll through the streets near the
museum deepens our sense of past and
present blending. Architecture betrays a
diverse heritage: city hall is an art deco
masterpiece with unique Tsimshian ornamentation, while next door is a Spanish
Colonial Revival building that might have
wandered north from California. Cow
Bay, once home of the “Mosquito Fleet”
of small boats, now offers trendy shops
and seafood restaurants. And of course

Of course it’s not all history on this
great circle tour of the heartlands of
British Columbia. The landscape alone
is incomparable. It comes as no surprise
that travelling by road or rail along the
Skeena River was voted a Canadian
Signature Experience by the Canadian
Tourism Commission. Each of the little
communities scattered in what otherwise seems to be infinite wilderness
offers hidden gems that reward those
who stop – the tantalizing aroma of the
bakeries wafting along Main Street in

Smithers, a mouth-watering menu at
the coffee shop in McBride’s iconic old
train station.
It is here in these intimate communities, each with its own unique flavour,
that one finds the north’s ultimate trick
of time. Time in fact slows, the hectic
pace of day-to-day life fades, and the
need to return grows less pressing. H
Bruce Wishart is the author of Charlie’s
Tugboat Tales: Charlie Currie’s Waterfront
Tales from the British Columbia Coast.

Discover a shopping experience inspired by life on the West Coast— with gifts,
apparel, and more. Shop ‘til you dock at Passages Gift Shop, on board BC Ferries.

For some, it’s just another fuel. For others,
it represents an important step in a
journey to help improve BC Ferries’ environmental
performance and cost efficiencies.

L NG

arcel LaRoche likes to joke that he “grew
up soaking up the cold salt water of the
North Atlantic,” a consequence of having a
sailor for a father.
His love of the sea and ships later
inspired him not only to become a marine
engineer, but also to pursue a dream of developing new ways to
make ships both safer and more environmentally friendly. “My
motto has always been ‘safe ships, clean oceans,’” he explains.
That passion, combined with his technical understanding
of how using liquefied natural gas (LNG) as a fuel could help
reduce a ship’s environmental footprint, made LaRoche an obvious choice when BC Ferries went looking for someone to help it
convert its existing ferries to LNG and build new ones that will
run on the cleaner-burning hydrocarbon.
For LaRoche, it’s a journey of a lifetime. Currently he’s supporting a program to implement the organizational stepchange required to bring LNG on board as a new marine fuel
within the fleet.
Job one on LaRoche’s to-do list: overseeing the conversion of
the fleet’s two largest vessels, the Spirit of Vancouver Island and
the Spirit of British Columbia, to a “dual-fuel” platform. Implemented as part of the ships’ mid-life upgrades, these conver-
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sions will enable them to run on LNG, with diesel as a backup. In
addition to these conversions, BC Ferries is also building three
dual-fuel Intermediate Class Ferries, with the first expected to
begin operations in 2016, with the converted Spirit of Vancouver
Island and Spirit of British Columbia to follow.
Filling up with LNG will also mean cost savings, says LaRoche.
“By using LNG instead of marine diesel oil, as well as making
some hull modifications, BC Ferries stands to save more than
$9-million a year in fuel costs over the remaining 27-year life
cycle of the two vessels. These savings will reduce operating
expenses and help us keep fares affordable.”
Because it burns significantly cleaner than marine diesel oil,
LNG will also help BC Ferries further reduce its environmental
footprint. “We expect to see a reduction in carbon emissions, almost completely eliminate sulphur oxides and reduce nitrogen
oxides to a fraction of what we would see with marine diesel
oil,” says LaRoche, who adds that the onboard experience will
be very much improved by the changeover. “That distinctive
The Spirit of Vancouver Island is one of two BC Ferries vessels now
being converted to a “dual-fuel” platform, which will enable them
to run on LNG, with diesel as a backup – a far safer alternative for
marine life, such as B.C.’s resident killer whales (opposite).
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By Ian MacNeill

“It’s always been my goal to minimize the impact ships have on our environment. With BC Ferries’
switch to LNG, I get to help make that dream a reality here in British Columbia.” Marcel LaRoche

diesel smell will be more or less absent,
and people travelling on our LNG-fuelled
vessels will notice emissions from the
smokestacks are clear and odorless.”
That’s all good news to Dr. Peter Ross,
director of the ocean pollution research
program at Vancouver Aquarium Marine
Science Centre. “If you want to improve
water and air quality then LNG is the
preferred fuel,” he says.
In the case of accidental operational
discharge, better known as spillage, LNG
is again the clear choice. In the unlikely
event that LNG does escape, it vaporizes
into the air, whereas diesel sits on the
surface of the water and creates a serious problem at the sea-air interface for
marine life such as killer whales, of which
there are two significant populations in
waters plied by BC Ferries’ vessels.
From a safety perspective, LaRoche
says that the natural gas used to power
BC Ferries’ vessels is the same gas British
Columbians have been using to heat
their homes and cook their meals for
generations, and it will be delivered using
infrastructure that’s already in place.
“LNG has been transported and used as
a fuel in ocean-going LNG carriers since
the 1960s,” he says. “This is not really
that new; this is a tested and approved
technology with a long and impressive
safety record.”
The changeover from marine diesel oil
to LNG is, in fact, part of a worldwide revolution in the shipping industry. Nowadays,
LNG is fuelling everything from ferries in
the Baltic to tugboats in Istanbul. In part

it stems from efforts to reduce costs, but
the shipping industry is also responding to stricter air-quality regulations in
national “emission control areas.”
BC Ferries’ LNG-powered vessels will
sail in the wake of those operating in
Norway, which was an early LNG adoptor
and today has more than 20 LNG-fuelled
ferries in use. One ferry in particular, the
Finnish MV Viking Grace – which was the
world’s first large-scale LNG-fuelled passenger ferry and looks more like a cruise
ship than a ferry with its 12 decks and
2800-passenger capacity – is a recognized
tourist attraction for passengers travelling between Finland and Sweden. “We’ve
heard passengers prefer to sail on the
Viking Grace because they know she has a
greener environmental footprint than her
counterparts,” says LaRoche.
The LNG used by BC Ferries will be
delivered to vessels by truck from FortisBC
plants on the mainland and Vancouver Island, says FortisBC spokesperson Michael
Allison, who adds that the 10-year agreement to deliver 300,000 gigajoules of
gas a year will benefit all the company’s
natural gas customers. “It will optimize

utilization of existing pipelines during
all seasons, which will stabilize delivery
rates,” he says. The agreement, which is
for the supply of LNG for three Intermediate Class Ferries, makes BC Ferries one of
the company’s largest customers using
natural gas for transportation. To put the
deal into perspective, the average single
detached home in B.C.’s Lower Mainland
uses about 90 gigajoules of gas annually.
Looking to the horizon, LaRoche expects
to one day see even more LNG-fuelled
vessels in BC Ferries’ fleet. “BC Ferries has
a very focused strategic plan for vessel
replacement, and one of the underlying
principles is to increase standardization.”
At a personal level, LaRoche reflects,
“It’s always been my goal to minimize the
impact ships have on our environment.
With BC Ferries’ switch to LNG, I get to
help make that dream a reality here in
British Columbia.” H
Journalist and travel writer Ian MacNeill
has contributed to numerous publications
including The Globe and Mail, The Vancouver
Sun, Western Living, BCBusiness magazine,
Zoomer and Westworld.

Live Here. Live More.
Set among beautiful landscapes, vistas, and an abundance of
wildlife, Fairwinds is a premier oceantfront community that offers
an unforgettable lifestyle experience, year-round. Centrally located
on Vancouver Island, Fairwinds offers award-winning golf, a private
fitness centre, walking trails, and a 360 berth marina.
To find out more, contact us today.

Nanoose Bay | 1.866.468.5957 | livehere@fairwinds.ca | www.fairwinds.ca

ENVIRONMENT

Inside BC Ferries

Helping protect B.C.’s spectacular coastal wildlife

W

BY LORI BAMBER

hether you’re
visiting the Inside
Passage for the
first time or taking
your weekly Sunday evening trip
back home to Vancouver from
Gibsons, ferry travel is a wonderful way to enjoy B.C.’s spectacular
coastline. There is no place like it in
the world – the blue-green Coast
Mountains and moody waters of
the Georgia Strait are home to an
almost infinite variety of marine
and other wildlife.
For BC Ferries, looking for ways to
help wildlife thrive is an organizational goal and a passion pursuit
among employees, says Leslie

James, the company’s manager of
the environment. “Preserving and
protecting the environment we
work and live in is of utmost importance to us. We know the value of
our coast and the natural beauty it
offers locals and visitors alike.”
This long-standing, ingrained
spirit and drive has recently been
formally harnessed through BC
Ferries’ SeaForward initiative, a
program designed to continually
expand and improve the corporation’s social and environmental
performance.
At the Tsawwassen Ferry Terminal, for example, a BC Ferries salt
marsh – originally built in 1993 to

Our employees
are a huge
driving force
behind our
environmental
initiatives – they
are creative and
innovative, and
want to do the
right thing.

offset the impacts of the terminal
expansion – has evolved into a
natural salt marsh habitat. Bird
species such as the black oystercatcher, double-crested cormorant,
green-winged teal, western gull,
bald eagle and American widgeon
have all been observed in the
area, and researchers interested in
ecological restoration now study
the site extensively.
It’s the great blue herons – a
federally and provincially listed
“species at risk” – that make the
most vivid impression, says James.
“There’s a colony that spends
much of its time in the area, and
there are so many herons there in

Enjoy the
great taste of
White Spot
during your
sailing!
White Spot’s award-winning burger combos
are proudly served onboard. Made with 100%
fresh Canadian beef, vine-ripened tomatoes
and signature Kennebec fries our combos are
sure to make your sailing delicious.

Available on select vessels.

Bacon Cheddar Burger

H Reducing the impact of the fleet

BC Ferries has three new vessels currently under construction
that are capable of using liquefied natural gas (LNG), translating
into much cleaner exhaust emissions. Two Spirit Class vessels will
also be upgraded to LNG.

H Water conservation onboard vessels
and at terminals

PHOTO: LESLIE JAMES

Great blue herons are among the birds seen at a saltwater marsh at the
Tsawwassen Ferry Terminal.

the spring and summer months
that the trees look grey. At low
tide, they come down and fish. It’s
a real success story.”
BC Ferries is also a member of
ECHO (Enhancing Cetacean Habitat and Observation), a program
that aims to mitigate the effect of
coastal traffic on whale populations. Other stakeholders include
Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Port
Metro Vancouver, a number of
First Nations and the Vancouver
Aquarium. “There’s particular
interest around the resident orcas,
because their habitat – the heavily
trafficked Salish Sea – has now
been listed as critical. It’s key to

their survival,” says James.
Since joining BC Ferries in 2013,
James says she has found a deep
commitment to the coast and
environment throughout the
organization. “People are proud to
live and work here. Our employees
are a huge driving force behind
our environmental initiatives –
they are creative and innovative,
and want to do the right thing.
There is also a lot of support from
our leadership team, directors
and our president and CEO Mike
Corrigan.
“The people who work here
have a common love of the sea,
and a passion for protecting it.” H

BC Ferries has reduced water consumption through the use
of low-flow toilets, replacement of flush valves and similar
upgrades. In addition, a pilot rainwater collection program is currently under way at Little River Terminal in Comox.

H Energy management program

A Power Smart Partner with BC Hydro since 2008, BC Ferries energy management projects (completed and in progress) will result
in approximately 1.3 gigawatt hours of annual energy savings,
equivalent to the amount needed to power 118 average homes.

H Waste management

In addition to its more traditional recycling and composting efforts, BC Ferries delivers foam from worn seat cushions to a business that repurposes it as carpet underlay, averaging 1,125 and
1,875 board feet per month being diverted from the landfill.

H BC Marine Vessel Air Quality Group

BC Ferries is a long-standing member of the BCMAQG, a
working group co-chaired by the Chamber of Shipping of BC and
Environment Canada that facilitates development of programs
and actions for air emissions related to vessels operating on the
coast of British Columbia.
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KAMLOOPS

A beautiful 3½ hour drive from Vancouver, Kamloops lies at the junction of B.C.’s major
highways, is easily accessible, and a great place to explore. The city has an authentic and
friendly community, with the personal feel of a small city and the openness of a vast, rugged
landscape to experience energizing recreational opportunities such as hiking, stand up
paddling, and mountain biking.
Families will love the many kid-friendly activities and attractions. Meet Clover the Spirit Bear
and 65 other indigenous species at the BC Wildlife Park. Find yourself hiking among the
hoodoos and waterfalls, and don’t forget to break for ice cream! Stop in at the Kamloops
Visitor Centre for your FREE copy of the Kamloops Kids Map. There’s so much to do here in
Kamloops, so come let loose and just play!

Pick up your FREE Kamloops Kids Map
at the Visitor Centre!

1 800 662 1994
tourismkamloops.com

#EXPLOREKAMLOOPS
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Okanagan
Retreats

Uncork the potential
of the Okanagan.

175

$

BC Ferries has tailored some amazing Okanagan tours and packages to
tempt your palate. Head to the jewel-on-the-lake city of Kelowna and
sample world-famous Thompson Okanagan wines at a myriad of nearby
vineyards. The delightful desert town of Osoyoos also boasts award-

from

*

per person/dbl. occ.

Packages include round-trip ferry
travel for two adults and one car, two
nights’ accommodation and extras.

winning wineries, such as Burrowing Owl, Church & State and Hester
Creek. Head north, to the welcoming town of Vernon—surrounded by
over 100 lakes. Or get away to the enchanting lakeside community of

DESTINATIONS

Penticton. Enjoy spectacular mountain vistas while horseback riding,
hiking or cycling throughout the area’s
vast trail network. Fish, wakeboard
and jet-ski on the numerous lakes, or

V

fine-tune your golf game on one of the
many top-class courses. Choose a package
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travel consultants about customized package options.
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from one of the unique destinations or ask our
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Madeira Park
Secret Cove
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Hope
Osoyoos

Swartz Bay

Victoria

Three easy ways to book:
· bcferries.com/vacations
· 1-888-BC FERRY Ext. 3 (Canada & US)
· BC Ferries Vacations™ Centre
1010 Canada Place, Vancouver, BC

*Plus GST and surcharges. Price listed reflects 2-night stay at the Watermark Beach Resort Hotel. Prices quoted are per person in Canadian dollars based on double occupancy and include return-trip ferry
between Vancouver Island and Metro Vancouver for two adults and one car. Based on availability. Some restrictions may apply. BC Reg. 48839.

DISCOVER

BRITISH COLUMBIA’S WILD AND
BEAUTIFUL NORTHWEST COAST

A vibrant port town where nature, history, and personalities are larger than life. Prince Rupert offers visitors a unique
combination of experiences: breathtaking encounters with wildlife and legendary saltwater fishing; attractions
that bring the Coast’s ancient, Aboriginal culture and pioneer heritage alive; and the urban pleasures of good
restaurants, unique shops and colourful neighbourhoods.
Easily accessible on BC Ferries’ Inside Passage route, Alaska State Ferries or VIA Rail, and by air or road,
Prince Rupert is your connection point to Alaska, Haida Gwaii, or your larger Northern BC adventure.

This year, we invite you visit us in Prince Rupert and discover our nature.

VisitPrinceRupert.com

GWAII HAANAS

Encounters
Ancient Haida cultural sites, rare
wildlife and primordial old growth
forests are just part of Gwaii
Haanas’ unique environment.

The Gwaii Haanas park experiment:
joining land, sea and people

A

t the southern end of the
archipelago that makes
up Haida Gwaii (previously known as the Queen
Charlotte Islands) lies a globally
unprecedented park-building experiment spanning from mountain
peaks to the depths of the north
Pacific Ocean. Called Gwaii Haanas
(“islands of beauty” in Haida), it
consists of three separate but seamlessly protected areas, including
a terrestrial park, more than 600
Haida cultural sites representing
12,000 years of habitation and a vast
stretch of seabed.
For the roughly 2,000 people who
visit each year, Gwaii Haanas is an
opportunity to see wildlife that does
not exist anywhere else. Separated
from the mainland by 100 kilometres
of water, many of the mammals and
birds found here have evolved in
isolation, like the large endemic black
bear population that specializes in
foraging foreshore marine life.

Visitors can explore Burnaby
For the for future generations,” says Ernie
Narrows – a 50-metre-wide chanroughly 2,000 Gladstone, Parks Canada’s superinnel teeming with a rare abundance
tendent for the protected areas, who
people who
of intertidal life; wander under the
serves on a decision-making board
visit each shared by the two governments.
canopy of primordial old growth
Sitka spruce and western red cedar at
year, Gwaii
Haida board member Jason Alsop
Windy Bay; or visit the ancient village
Haanas is an says the park works because the
of SGang Gwaay – a UNESCO World
opportunity Haida have not had to give up any
Heritage Site – home to nearly two
title rights to protect the land and
to see wildlife water – and they can still harvest
dozen, century-old totem poles.
that does traditional resources. “What’s really
The land portion of the park and
protected cultural sites came first
not exist special about Gwaii Haanas is it
in the wake of 1993 Haida protests
anywhere else. considers Haida people as part of
against industrial-scale logging,
that ecosystem.”
followed by the creation of the
The next step in the experiment
3,400-square-kilometre marine
is to complete a “land and sea manprotected area in 2010 – that protects
agement plan” this year, which will
at least 3,500 species of aquatic life,
create the blueprint for how Gwaii
including many whale, salmon and
Haanas will be managed into the
groundfish species.
future – yet another first in Canada
Gwaii Haanas is co-managed by
and the world. H
the federal government and the Haida Nation in spite of unsettled land
Christopher Pollon writes for The
claims. “There are diverging views on
Walrus, The Globe and Mail and Cathe issue of ownership, but full agreenadian Geographic, and is currently a
ment on the need to protect the area
contributing editor at The Tyee.

Waiting for Surgery? You have a choice.
oice.
Visit Vancouver for expedited consult & surgery.

Orthopaedic & Sports Injury Surgery
Neurosurgery (spine & disc)
ENT & Sinus Surgery
Hernia Surgery

Modern, fully accredited facility
Advanced medical techniques & technology
Over 100 board-certified physicians & surgeons
On-site MRI/CT/Ultrasound

Urology and more

555 W. 8th Avenue Vancouver BC

facebook.com/falsecreekcare
facebook.com/

Call us to learn about your healthcare options

1.800.815.9338
falsecreekhealthcare.com
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BY CHRISTOPHER POLLON

Where the World Comes to School

Unique Tripartite Programme: Academics, Arts, Athletics
Over 30 Arts Options and Over 20 Sports Options | 100% University Acceptance
2015 Acceptances include McGill, Queens, St. Andrews, Kings College London, NYU
50/50 Co-Ed | 86% of Students Board

Find out why students from over 30 countries
choose Brentwood for their high school education
and why parents couldn’t be happier
Co-ed | Boarding | Grades 9-12 | Vancouver Island | Canada

www.brentwood.bc.ca
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Inside Passage
Wilderness Circle Tour

1196

$

Photo Credit: Captain Doug Davis

Sail & Drive Tour Includes:
· Eight nights’ accommodation, seven
locations including: Courtenay, Port Hardy,
Prince Rupert, Smithers, Prince George,
Williams Lake & Whistler
· 2 sailings: Metro Vancouver to Vancouver
Island, and Port Hardy to Prince Rupert
(Inside Passage Route – reservation included)

Whichever Northern adventure you choose, options to

· Grizzly bear or whale-watching tour†

personalize it can add a whole new, amazing dimension.

Mid-Coast and Haida Gwaii Northern
Adventure packages also available.

Go whale-watching, view grizzly bears in their natural
habitat or visit renowned salmon-fishing destinations.
Travel at your own pace or extend your
for the best of both worlds. Discover

Smithers
Masset

Prince Rupert

Terrace

Tllaal

the untamed wilderness and rich native

heritage of the Inside Passage between

Prince George

Skidegate
Skedans
HAIDA
GWAII

Port Hardy and Prince Rupert. Explore the
splendor and majesty of BC’s Central Coast,

FIORDLAND
CONSERVANCY
Klemtu

Ocean Falls

TWEEDSMUIR
PARK

Bella Bella
Shearwater

Bella Coola

Williams Lake

HAKAI
LÚXVBÁLÍS
CONSERVANCY

BRITISH COLUMBIA

or marvel at the mist-enshrouded forests, rugged
coastlines and First Nation’s culture of Haida Gwaii.

Choose a package from one of the unique destinations or
ask our travel consultants about customized package options.
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Comox
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Departure Bay
Duke Point

Nanaimo

Three easy ways to book:
· bcferries.com/vacations
· 1-888-BC FERRY Ext. 3 (Canada & US)
· BC Ferries Vacations™ Centre

*

per person/dbl. occ.

Here, the majesty of
nature holds court.

stay—you can even combine two tours

from

Victoria

Horseshoe Bay

Vancouver
Tsawwassen
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Bella Coola
Klemtu
Masset
Ocean Falls
Port Hardy
Prince George
Prince Rupert
Shearwater
Skidegate
Smithers
Terrace
Tllaal
Williams Lake

WASHINGTON

1010 Canada Place, Vancouver, BC

*Plus GST and surcharges. Prices quoted are per person in Canadian dollars based on double occupancy and includes ferry as outline for two adults and one car. Based on availability. †Tours are seasonal.
Some restrictions may apply. BC Reg. 48839.

SCHOOL
LESS ORDINARY.

What are you doing this weekend? Boarding
students at SMUS are kayaking among the Gulf
Islands, taking their scuba dive certification, eating
dinner in downtown Victoria with their friends,

volunteering in the local community and studying for
one (or more) of 27 AP courses. Discover SMUS for
yourself by visiting our beautiful campus next time
you’re on Vancouver Island: www.smus.ca/visit
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LEAN AND GREEN

Inside BC Ferries

New vessels en route
BY ASHLEY REDMOND

T

hey are some of the most
recognized vessels in BC
Ferries’ fleet – the iconic
Queen of Burnaby and
Queen of Nanaimo – two respectable 50- and 51-year-old workhorses
that have spent their lifetimes
serving passengers from Nanaimo
to Victoria and points in between.
The hands of time are also at work,
pushing these beauties closer to
retirement.
While nothing can stop the
inevitable effects of age, the powers at the helm of BC Ferries have
launched a plan that will not only
see these aging Queens replaced,
but will help usher in a new era
of service on our pristine West
Coast waters. The solution is three
brand-new Intermediate Class Ferries (ICFs) that are currently being
built at the Remontowa Shipyard in
Gdansk, Poland. Each is capable of
carrying up to 600 passengers and
145 cars.
Mark Wilson, vice president of
engineering at BC Ferries, was
recently in Poland to check on the
progress. “There is a lot of energy
from the workers building these
vessels and excitement continues
to grow in B.C. in anticipation of the
new vessels.”
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The first ICF is set to replace the
Queen of Burnaby and sail on the
Comox-Powell River route in the
fall of 2016. Six months later, the
second vessel will enter service to
replace the Queen of Nanaimo, sailing on the Tsawwassen-Southern
Gulf Islands route. A third ICF is
slated to sail in shoulder and peak
seasons on the Southern Gulf
Islands route and will be used to
relieve other vessels during the
off-season.
For Wilson, who is eager for
passengers to experience the ICFs’
engineering upgrades, the vessels
couldn’t come sooner. “What really excites me is the significant
improvement over the existing vessels that they are replacing and our
ability to move to a new fuel for
the fleet, which is liquefied natural
gas (LNG).”
Compared to marine diesel fuel,
now used to power most vessels, LNG is a greener and cleaner
fuel source. Among the benefits,
switching to LNG will cut carbon
emissions by about 25 per cent,
slash nitrogen oxides by some 85
per cent and virtually eliminate
sulphur oxide emissions.
Other BC Ferries Spirit Class vessels – the Spirit of British Columbia

With the first
ship set to sail in
2016, BC Ferries’
new Intermediate
Class Ferries will
usher in new levels
of efficiencies
and passenger
comforts. Powered
by cleaner-burning
liquefied natural
gas (LNG), the
double-ended
ships can
shuttle between
terminals without
turnaround,
making loading
and unloading
easier. On
board the ships,
hydraulically
operated doors
inside the
parking bays will
allow drivers
to easily reach
upper or lower
parking areas,
further reducing
turnaround times
at terminals.

(built in 1993) and the Spirit of Vancouver Island (built in 1994) – are
already in the early planning stages
of mid-life upgrades, including
their conversion to LNG.
Overall, the shift in fuel also
aims to reduce BC Ferries’ operating costs and help stabilize fares,
making LNG an anticipated win for
passengers, too.
The inherent ability to use this
fuel is just one ICF advantage.
Similar to BC Ferries’ much larger
“C-Class” ships, like the Queen of
Cowichan – a 1,500-passenger
vessel that regularly serves the
Departure Bay–Horseshoe Bay
route – ICFs also feature a clever
double-ended hull design, which
enables these vessels to shuttle
between terminals without having
to turn around.
The ICF’s innovative new loading
system, however, is expected to
further boost route performance.
While passengers driving aboard
a C-Class vessel are required to
approach the car deck from either a
sea level or an overhead ramp, the
ICFs offer a simpler solution.
“Now, there is one new feature
on the ICFs that is completely new
for us at BC Ferries and it stands
out to me as a special design element,” says Wilson. “Single ramp
loading allows drivers to transition
to the vessel and have access to
two vehicle decks.”
So, how does it work? Ferry passengers will drive their cars onto
the car deck. From there, the main
car deck will slope up slightly and
then flatten out; this section is
where commercial and overheight
vehicles will park. Passengers with
small to mid-sized vehicles will get
to experience the interesting part
– a fixed deck accessible through
hydraulically operated doors that
allow drivers to access the lower
parking area.

Crew Only

Crew Only

Crew Only

Crew Only

Lower Car Deck

Lower Car Deck

Passenger Deck
Main Vehicle Deck
TV
Baby change table

Electronic
menu
displays
TV
Baby change table

Main Vehicle Deck
TV

TV

Not only are the hydraulically
hinged doors an engineering feat,
but Wilson also believes the system
will improve efficiencies on board
the ferries. “It should lead to more
flexibility for multiport loading and
improved turnaround times,” says
Wilson.
Overall, Wilson expects passengers will have a positive experience
aboard the aesthetically appealing
and amenity-enhanced ICFs.
“There’s a lot of work going into
the design and layout of the passenger accommodations and it’s
not only from our team. We have
been working with local communities, so their input on the passenger experience through public
consultation has been key,” says
Wilson, noting that the discussions
have included BC Ferries’ work with
Ferry Advisory Committees – citizen
groups appointed in co-operation

TV

with local governments, the Islands
Trust and First Nations who consult
with BC Ferries on matters spanning the corporation’s day-to-day
operations, planned improvements
and broader policy-related issues.
He says collaborative efforts like
these have led to a better layout of
passenger seating, as well as improved access to a greater number
of washrooms designed for people
with mobility challenges.
From a crew perspective, the
vessels are fully equipped with the
latest gear, including a state-ofthe-art navigation system, marine
evacuation and safety systems, and
top-of-the-line firefighting equipment.
Moreover, says Wilson, the introduction of these three ICFs is just
the beginning – the first part of BC
Ferries’ transition to a simplified
class-vessel strategy.

Each of BC Ferries’
new Intermediate
Class Ferries will
carry up to 600
passengers and 145
cars. Community
consultation on
the ships’ interior
design has led to
improvements
in layout and
amenities.

“Currently in the fleet we have
17 classes of vessels and this is our
first major step in reducing those
classes down to five or six. These
first three vessels will be identical,
and as we replace other vessels in
the fleet of a similar size – they will
be identical too,” says Wilson. For
BC Ferries and its passengers the
bottom line is streamlined vessels
with improved route performance.
The hopes are high for the muchanticipated ICFs, and although it is
sad to say goodbye to the Queen of
Burnaby and the Queen of Nanaimo, an era of leaner and greener
vessels is expected to be warmly
welcomed by passengers and the
public, including nature lovers
everywhere. H
Ashley Redmond is a freelance writer
for Morningstar Research Inc. and
blogs for Huffington Post Canada.
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Where We Sail

CHOOSE YOUR COURSE

With
an expanding
fleet of 36 vessels which serve up to 47 ports of call along the diverse
Inside
BC
Ferries

communities on the BC coast, BC Ferries is the primary provider of ferry service in the province
and one of the largest ferry operators in the world.

With an expanding fleet of 35 vessels that serve up to 47 ports of call along the diverse communities
on the B.C. coast, BC Ferries is the primary provider of ferry service in the province and one of the largest
ferry operators in the world.
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ALASKA

Interested in learning more about
B.C. waters, including its unique
marine life and wildlife, and our
coastal, nautical and cultural history? You’ve come to the right place.
Now celebrating its 10th anniversary, the Coastal Naturalist Program
– a partnership between Parks
Canada and BC Ferries – offers BC
Ferries passengers on select routes
enriching educational experiences
about B.C.’s coast.

To the Alaska Highway

Smithers

16
Masset

Prince Rupert
Kitimat
Prince
George

Skidegate
Alliford Bay

Sandspit

HAIDA GWAII

FIORDLAND
RECREATION
AREA

The program is still growing as new
topics, sparked by popular interest,
are added this season, says Silva
Johansson, an outreach officer with
Parks Canada’s Coastal B.C. Field
Unit. One new presentation looks at
seals and sea lions, another at local
foodies (and not just humans). Yet
another highlights the initiative to
restore ancient clam gardens in the
Gulf Islands National Park Reserve.
“People are usually puzzled by that
combination – clams and gardens –
but it’s a longstanding tradition of
the Coast Salish First Nations,” says
Johansson. Restoring clam gardens
means removing stones from the
beach and building walls near the
lowest tide mark, she explains,
adding that research shows clam
gardens produce four times as
many butter clams and twice as
many littleneck clams as unmodified beaches.
“The Coastal Naturalist Program
brings Canadians and visitors closer
to the region through education,”
Johansson says. Joining the Coastal
Naturalists on select BC Ferries
sailings will be Parka, the friendly
beaver acting as Parks Canada’s
mascot, who’ll help to celebrate the
anniversary.
26 BC Ferries onBoard
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South Coast
Getaways

Leave the mundane
in our wake.

125

$

*

per person/dbl. occ.

Let BC Ferries transport you to
all the magical destinations
that make up our beautiful

from

South Coast. Enjoy eclectic

V

Victoria and the rugged beauty of

Packages include round-trip ferry
travel for two adults and one car, one
night’s accommodation and extras.
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Vancouver Island’s West Coast, or try
Islands, an archipelago famous for its lush
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surf lessons in Tofino. Explore the Gulf
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Campbell River
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Parksville

Richmond
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vistas, artists, farmland and villages. Or spend
some family time hiking, biking, beachcombing
or kayaking along the idyllic Sunshine Coast. There’s
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Sooke

Salt Spring
Island
Pender Island

Sidney
Brentwood Bay

Victoria

WASHINGTON

natural beauty everywhere you look, plus all kinds of
dining options, spas, shopping, entertainment and outdoor activities.
Choose a package from one of the unique destinations or ask our travel
consultants about customized package options.

Three easy ways to book:
· bcferries.com/vacations
· 1-888-BC FERRY Ext. 3 (Canada & US)
· BC Ferries Vacations™ Centre

DESTINATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brentwood Bay
Campbell River
Chemainus
Courtenay/Comox
Cowichan Bay
Madeira Park
Nanaimo
North Vancouver
Parksville
Pender Island
Port Hardy
Powell River

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quadra Island
Richmond
Salt Spring Island
Secret Cove
Sidney
Sooke
Tofino
Ucluelet
Vancouver
Victoria
Whistler

1010 Canada Place, Vancouver, BC

*Plus GST and surcharges. Price listed reflects 3-night stay at the Hotel Rialto. Prices quoted are per person in Canadian dollars based on double occupancy and include return-trip between Metro
Vancouver and Vancouver Island for two adults and one car. Based on availability. Some restrictions may apply. BC Reg. 48839.

TREASURE HUNT

Encounters

Set your table with these and other
locally made treats
1 St. Jean’s Cannery
Just one bite of St.
Jean’s Cannery candied
salmon and you’ll
understand why
this family business,
founded in 1961 by
former professional
wrestler Armand St.
Jean, is a B.C. treasure
now spanning three
generations. Beyond
its wide popularity, St.
Jean’s Cannery is also a
go-to place for sports
fishermen looking to
smoke their catch.
242 Southside Drive,
Nanaimo
stjeans.com
2 Rocky Creek Winery
When it comes to the
“wow factor,” Rocky
Creek Winery’s Wild
Blackberry wine always
delivers, says proprietor
Mark Holford. “When we
do tastings, that’s what
we finish with just to
watch the expressions
on people’s faces,” he
says, when describing
Rocky Creek’s award-

winning Wild Blackberry
wines. Unique to the
region, Rocky Creek’s
Wild Blackberry vintages
perfectly capture the
essence of a Vancouver
Island summer.
1854 Myhrest Road,
Cowichan Bay
rockycreekwinery.ca
3 Cocoa West
Chocolatier
The creative genius of
Joanne Mogridge and
Carlos Vela-Martinez,
owners of Cocoa West
Chocolatier, is evident
in the inventive pairing
of ingredients used in
these organic chocolate
truffles. Always aiming
for a perfect flavour
sensation, Mogridge
and Vela-Martinez’s
latest collection includes
combinations like lemon
and thyme, and espresso,
Kahlúa and raspberry –
yet another reason to
visit Bowen Island.
581 Artisan Lane,
Bowen Island
cocoawest.com
6
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4 Salt Spring Cheese
Company
It may be goat cheese,
but this chèvre looks and
tastes like works of art
with selections handmade and decorated
with flower petals, basil
leaves or lemon slices.
Perfecting its recipes
since 1996, the Salt
Spring Cheese Company
crafts cheeses that look
as delicious as they
taste. Open every day,
visitors are welcome to
drop by the shop, watch
the cheese-making
process and sample
products.
285 Reynolds Road,
Salt Spring Island
saltspringcheese.com

1

5 Artisan Edibles Fine
Food Company Ltd.
Add a generous dash of
originality to local, inseason produce picked
at the peak of ripeness
and quality and you get
a culinary adventure
in a jar. Artisan Edibles’
condiments and
preserves – like their
champagne rose-petal
jelly and rhubarb and
sour cherry chutney –
boast unique flavour
combinations of fresh
produce and fruit
paired with wild rose
petals or exotic herbs
and spices.
895 Dickinson Way,
Parksville
artisanedibles.com
4

6 Heartwood
Studio
Revealing the undiscovered beauty
within the heart of
a tree is a passion
for craftsman Ken
Broadland, owner of
Heartwood Studio.
Both decorative and
functional, each of
Heartwood’s bowls,
utensils, containers
and cutting boards
are unique, bearing the individual
signature of wood
lovingly salvaged
from around the
Cowichan Valley.
5846 Curry Road,
Duncan
heartwoodstudio.ca
3

“this enables us to visit
with our family
and friends more often”

GO for

memories

Earn points at all of our
More Rewards partners:

We live on Vancouver Island
and use our More Reward points
for BC Ferries Vouchers. This
allows us to visit the mainland
more frequently. These Vouchers
are especially great for us as
we are retired and this enables
us to visit with our family and
friends more often. This is very
important to us. Thank you.

Carol C. - Courtenay BC
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GO FOR MORE WITH YOUR POINTS!
Turn your More Rewards points into BC Ferries vouchers.
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